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Abstract

Reaction-diffusion (RD) is the most important inherent feature of living organism, but it has yet to 

be used for developing biofunctional nanoparticles (NPs). Here we show the use of chirality to 

control the RD of NPs for selectively inhibiting cancer cells. We observe that L-phosphotyrosine 

(L-pY) decorated NPs (NP@L-pYs) are innocuous to cells, but D-pY decorated ones (NP@D-

pYs) selectively inhibit cancer cells. Our study shows that alkaline phosphatases (ALP), presented 

in the culture and overexpressed on the cancer cells, dephosphorylates NP@L-pYs much faster 

than NP@D-pYs. Such a rate difference allows the NP@D-pYs to be mainly dephosphorylated on 

cell surface, thus adhering selectively on the cancer cells to result in poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase 

(PARP) hyperactivation mediated cell death. Without phosphate groups or being prematurely 

dephosphorylated before reaching cancer cells (as the case of NP@L-pYs), the NPs are innocuous 

to cells. Moreover, NP@D-pYs even exhibit more potent activity than cisplatin for inhibiting 

platinum-resistant ovarian cancer cells (e.g., A2780-cis). As the first example of chirality 

controlling RD process of NPs for inhibiting cancer cells, this work illustrates a fundamentally 

new way for developing nanomedicine based on RD processes and nanoparticles.

Entry for the Table of Contents

This work reports the use of chirality to control the RD of NPs for selectively inhibiting cancer 

cells. The different dephosphorylation rates of the NP@D-pYs and NP@L-pYs allow NP@D-pYs 

to be mainly dephosphorylated on cell surface, thus adhering selectively on the cancer cells to 

result in PARP hyperactivation mediated cell death.
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A common strategy in the development of nanomedicines is to attach ligands or antibodies 

to nanoparticles (NPs) for specifically targeting proteins or cells, thus achieving the goal of 

diagnostics or therapy or both.[1] However, due to genomic instability of cancer cells, 

mutation often occurs,[2] thus resulting in the loss of the affinity of the antibody to the 

cancer cells. Moreover, the in vivo stability of antibodies varies, which may contribute to the 

low efficacy of delivery of NPs for cancer therapy.[3] These inherent drawbacks associated 

with the loss of specific ligand-receptor interactions or the lack of biostability of antibodies 

underscores a genuine need of novel approaches for developing nanomedicines to target 

cells without solely relying on the tight and specific antibody binding. Based on the 

integration of enzymatic reaction and molecular self-assembly,[4] we and others are 

developing enzyme-instructed self-assembly (EISA) as a new approach for selectively 

inhibiting[5] or imaging[6] cancer cells. The successful use of EISA to inhibit cancer cells[7] 

validates the concept of using a multistep process[5]—that is, enzymatic reaction and 

assembly—for targeting cancer cells. We have applied the concept of EISA to magnetic 

NPs, and our results show that the D-phosphotyrosine (D-pY) decorated magnetic NPs 

(NP@D-pYs) selectively capture cancer cells upon the dephosphorylation by the ALPs 

overexpressed on the surface of cancer cells.[8] To our surprising, when we replaced the D-

pY by L-phosphotyrosine (L-pY), we find that the L-pY decorated NPs (NP@L-pYs) are 

unable to capture cancer cells. This unexpected result leads to this work, which explores the 

roles of chirality of NPs during EISA for inhibiting cancer cells.

In this work, our studies reveal that alkaline phosphatases (ALPs) dephosphorylate the 

NP@L-pYs eight times faster than that of NP@D-pYs, which allows most of the NP@L-

pYs to be converted to NP@L-Ys in culture medium before reaching cells. On the contrary, 

most of the NP@D-pYs undergo dephosphorylation on the surface of cancer cells that 

overexpress ALPs. Such in-situ dephosphorylation contributes to the adhesion of NP@D-Ys 

on cancer cells to inhibit the cells. Moreover, preliminary mechanistic examination reveals 

that NP@D-Ys, being generated by the enzymatic reactions, adhere strongly on the cell 

surface and likely activate the extrinsic cell death pathway to result in PARP hyperactivation 

mediated cell death. Moreover, this reaction-diffusion (RD) process effectively and 

selectively inhibits cancer cells in the co-culture of cancer cells (HeLa-GFP) and stromal 

cells (HS-5). In addition, this process is general for inhibiting other cancer cells, including 

drug-resistant ones (e.g., T98G, MES-SA, and A2780-cis cells). Considering that RD is the 

most important inherent feature of living organism,[9] this work is significant because it, for 

the first time, illustrates a facile approach that uses chirality to control the RD of NPs for 

targeting cancer cells.

After synthesizing the NP@L-pYs and NP@D-pYs using the reported procedure,[8] we 

examined them by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As shown by TEM (Figure 

S1), after being modified by L-pY or D-pY, these two types of NPs exhibit well-defined iron 

oxide cores and amphiphilic coatings. Having the total diameter of around 10 nm, the 
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NP@D-pYs (or NP@L-pYs) slightly cluster to form small aggregates with an average size 

of 500 nm. The quantification of the phosphate group on NP@L-pYs and NP@D-pYs 

indicates that, on average, there are around 115 phosphotyrosine molecules on NP@L-pYs, 

and 104 molecules on NP@D-pYs.[10]

After the characterization of NP@L-pYs and NP@D-pYs, we examine their activities for 

inhibiting cancer cells. Because NP@D-pYs inhibit the growth of cancer cells effectively, 

with the IC50 of 14 µg/mL and IC90 of 45 µg/mL against the HeLa-GFP cells,[8] we incubate 

the NP@D-pYs with several other human cancer cells using cell assays. As shown in Figure 

2A and Figure S2, NP@D-pYs inhibit T98G (glioblastoma) at the IC50 of 13 µg/mL and 

IC90 of 29 µg/mL. Moreover, the NP@D-pYs show high inhibition efficiency toward two 

multidrug resistant (MDR) cancer cells, such as MES-SA/Dx5 (uterine sarcoma) and 

A2780-cis (ovarian carcinoma), having the IC50 of 18 or 17 µg/mL against MES-SA/Dx5 or 

A2780-cis cells, respectively. However, the NPs decorated with D-tyrosine (NP@D-Ys) 

show little cytotoxicity to all these cancer cells (Figure S3). This result indicates that the in-

situ dephosphorylation of NP@D-pYs, similar to the EISA of small molecules,[6–7, 7c, 8] is 

critical for inhibiting the cancer cells. Based on the above results, we reckoned that NP@L-

pYs should inhibit cancer cells because ALPs on cancer cells surface should 

dephosphorylate the L-pYs attached on the NP@L-pYs, which would result in the 

subsequent assembly of NP@L-Ys on cancer cell surface to inhibit the cancer cells. 

Unexpectedly, the NP@L-pYs are innocuous to cancer cells. As shown in Figure 2B and 

Figure S4, NP@L-pYs have the IC50 value larger than 50 µg/mL against all the four cancer 

cell lines (HeLa-GFP, T98G, MES-SA/Dx5, A2780-cis cells). Optical microscopy reveals 

that the cancer cells treated with NP@D-pYs differ from the cancer cells treated by NP@L-

pYs (Figure 2C and Figure S6). While few NP@L-Ys cover the cancer cell surface, a lot of 

NP@D-Ys adhere on the cancer cell surface, as depicted in Figure 2C.

Because both NP@L-Ys and NP@D-Ys are innocuous to cells (Figure S3, S5), cell death 

unlikely results from that NP@D-Ys bind tighter to the cancer cells than NP@L-Ys do. 

Considering that the different chirality of L-pY and D-pY may result in different rate of 

dephosphorylation catalyzed by ALPs, we compare the dephosphorylation rate of these two 

types of NPs (Figure S7). As shown in Figure 3A, in the conditioned culture medium that 

contains secreted enzymes, the dephosphorylation rate of NP@L-pYs is much higher than 

that of NP@D-pYs, with the dephosphorylation half time (t1/2) to be 10.4 or 85.1 h for 

NP@L-pYs or NP@D-pYs, respectively. This result indicates that secreted enzymes by 

cancer cells can dephosphorylate NP@L-pYs about eight times faster than NP@D-pYs. 

Thus, it is likely that most of L-pYs on the NP@L-pYs would be dephosphorylated before 

they reach the cancer cells. So NP@L-pYs are innocuous to cells. In the case of NP@D-

pYs, because of the slow dephosphorylation of NP@D-pYs in the culture medium and the 

overexpression of ALPs on cancer cells, most of the NP@D-pYs turn to NP@D-Ys on the 

cancer cell surface, thus adhering and inhibiting the cancer cells. Moreover, we also quantify 

the remaining phosphate groups on the NPs by incubating the NPs with cancer cells for 12 h 

(Figure 3B). Our results reveal that there are still around 18% of phosphates left on NP@D-

pYs, but only 2% of phosphate groups remaining on NP@L-pYs under the same condition. 

This result implies that the remaining phosphates on NP@D-pYs may contribute to the 

adhesion of the NPs to the cells since NP@D-Ys, by themselves, hardly adhere to cells.[8]
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To further validate that the ALPs overexpressed on cancer cells catalyze the conversion of 

NP@D-pYs to NP@D-Ys to cause cell death, we add exogenous ALP into to the cell culture 

and find that the addition of ALP (5 U/mL) significantly reduces the inhibitory activity of 

NP@D-pYs against the four cell lines (i.e., increasing the IC50 value of NP@D-pYs against 

cancer cells, Figure 4A). Moreover, the addition of the uncompetitive inhibitor of placental 

ALP (i.e., L-Phe, 5 mM)[11] significantly decreases the inhibitory activity of NP@D-pYs 

(Figure 4B), indicating that ALPs dephosphorylate NP@D-pYs on cancer cells to contribute 

to the cell death. All the above results indicate that NP@D-pYs, having a relatively slow 

dephosphorylation rate, undergo EISA locally on cancer cells, thus inhibiting cancer cells. 

On the contrary, NP@L-pYs, having a fast dephosphorylation rate, fail to localize on cancer 

cells, thus remaining largely innocuous. In other word, chirality dictates the RD of the NPs 

(i.e., NP@D-pYs) for targeting the cancer cells (Figure 1).

To understand the mode of the cell death caused by the assembly of NPs, we incubate HeLa-

GFP cells with the NP@D-pYs and several inhibitors related to cell death pathways. As 

shown in Figure 4C, zVAD-fmk (45 µM),[12] an apoptosis inhibitor, increases the viability of 

the HeLa-GFP cells treated with NP@D-pYs (20 µg/mL) from 41% to 65%, Moreover, the 

addition of necrostatin-1 (50 µM),[13] a necroptosis inhibitor, is also able to protect cells 

from NP@D-pYs, increasing the cell viability from 41% to 61%. These results indicate that 

the NP@D-pYs induce cell death via two related cell death pathways, apoptosis and 

necroptosis.[14] Two kinds of PARP inhibitors (i.e., 3-aminobenzamide[15] or PJ34[16]) 

almost completely abrogate the cell inhibition (Figure S8), indicating that the aggregates of 

NP@D-Ys on cancer cells cause cell death via PARP hyperactiviation (a downstream event 

in cell death signaling pathway[17]). Moreover, the addition of tetramisole, an inhibitor of 

tissue nonspecific ALP (TNAP),[18] increases the cell viability against NP@D-pYs from 

41% to 65%, confirming that TNAP on HeLa-GFP cells also dephosphorylates NP@D-pYs 

to cause cell death, agreeing with that L-Phe only partially protects the HeLa-GFP cells from 

ND@D-pYs. Contrasting to the case of NP@D-pYs, all these inhibitors have little effect on 

the cancer cells treated with NP@L-pYs (Figure 4D), agreeing with that NP@L-pYs are 

innocuous to the cells.

To further understand the mechanism of the cell death caused by the NPs on cancer cell 

surface, we use Western blotting to analyze the expression of several cell death signaling 

molecules because of the involvement of PARP in cell death caused by NP@D-pYs. As 

shown in Figure 5A, upon the treatment of NP@D-pYs, HeLa-GFP cells slightly increase 

the expressions of caspase-8, but the amount of cleaved caspase-8 rises drastically, agreeing 

with that some cells undergo apoptosis (Figure 4C). Moreover, the incubation of HeLa-GFP 

cells with NP@D-pYs also induces the expressions of cleaved caspase-3 and cleaved PARP, 

which is consistent with the cell viability study related to necrostatin-1 and PJ34, the 

inhibitors of RIP1 and PARP, respectively. NP@D-pYs also increase the expression of RIP1 

more than NP@L-pYs do, agreeing with that some cells undergo necroptosis. In the case 

HeLa-GFP cells treated by NP@L-pYs, only a weak band of cleaved PARP appears at 24 h, 

while the expressions of other signal molecules are essentially the same as those of the 

controls (i.e., adding unmodified NPs and without adding NPs). We also use ELISA to 

quantify the amount of several key apoptosis signal molecules over time in the HeLa-GFP 

cells (Figure 5B). The results show that the amount of active caspase-3 and active PARP 
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begins to increase even after 4 h of treatment with NP@D-pYs, which is consistent with the 

Western blotting data, suggesting that the cells undergo caspase and PARP dependent cell 

death. However, the ELISA analysis shows that the expression level of p53 and phospho-

Bad hardly change, indicating that the cell death unlikely involves intrinsic cell death 

signaling.[19] In addition, after the treatment with NP@L-pYs, the expressions of the key 

cell death signaling molecules largely remain constant over time (Figure 5C), which agrees 

with the Western blotting on the protein expressions of the cells treated by NP@L-pYs. 

These results agree with the distinct viabilities of the cells treated by NP@D-pYs and 

NP@L-pYs.

Considering the sizes of the NP may be critical for the adhesion, we attached D-pY to 

smaller magnetic NP (S-NP, 3 nm) and examine cytotoxic. We found the S-NP@D-pYs are 

much less toxic due to the low loading of D-pYs on the S-NP (Figure S9). Thus, the genuine 

size effect remains to be elucidated.

In conclusion, this work illustrates a new concept that chirality controls RD of NPs for 

inhibiting cancer cells. While the results lead us to speculate that some percentage of 

phosphates is needed for cell surface adhesion, the optimal range of the phosphate density 

likely would be cell specific. Because cells commonly employ membrane proteins and 

secreted proteins in complicated cellular milieu for controlling cellular functions, the 

concept illustrated by this work may be applicable to proteins or enzymes other than ALPs. 

In addition, this approach may be applicable for other nanostructures,[20] such as gold 

cages[21] or quantum dots.[22] While stereochemistry (i.e., chirality) has become a prominent 

guide principle for designing drugs based on tight ligand-receptor interactions, the use of 

stereochemistry to control multiple step process, such as RD processes, has received little 

attention, yet promise a new paradigm at the intersection of chemical kinetics, 

stereochemistry, and cell biology. Our future studies will focus on using other enzymes, such 

as MMP-9,[23] or designing NPs based on the expression of ALPs on cancer cells.
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Figure 1. 
Chirality of NPs controls RD to result in cell death. (I) The secreted enzymes in the culture 

medium dephosphorylate most of pYs on the NP@L-pYs. (II) The ALPs on cancer cell 

surface dephosphorylate most of pYs on NP@D-pYs, which enables the NP@D-Y to adhere 

to the cells and to cause cell death.
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Figure 2. 
(A) IC50 and/or IC90 of NP@D-pYs and (B) IC50 of NP@L-pYs against HeLa-GFP, T98G, 

MES-SA/Dx5, A2780-cis cells at 72 h. (C) The bright field microscope images (top panel) 

and their corresponding schematic illustration (bottom panel) of HeLa-GFP cells incubated 

with NP@D-pYs (left) and NP@L-pYs (right). The scale bar is 100 µm.
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Figure 3. 
The amount of phosphate molecules remains on NP@D-pYs and NP@L-pYs, respectively, 

after incubated with (A) conditioned culture medium (from 24 h culture of HeLa-GFP cells); 

(B) conditioned medium without or with HeLa-GFP cells at 12 h.
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Figure 4. 
IC50 and/or IC90 of NP@D-pY co-incubated with (A) 5U/mL ALP and (B) 5 mM L-Phe 

against HeLa-GFP, T98G, MES-SA/Dx5, A2780-cis cells at 72 h. Cell viability (determined 

by MTT assay) of HeLa-GFP cells incubated with (C) NP@D-pY and (D) NP@L-pY in the 

presence of several inhibitors (e.g., zVAD-fmk, necrostatin-1, L-Phe, ALP, tetramisole, 3-

Aminobenzamide, or PJ34) at 48 h.
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Figure 5. 
(A) Western blot analysis shows change of cell death signaling molecules over time in 

HeLa-GFP cells treated by NP@D-pYs, NP@L-pYs, NP, and in normal growth medium. 

Change of relative amount of apoptosis signaling molecules over time in HeLa-GFP cells 

treated by (B) NP@D-pY or (C) NP@L-pY. All nanoparticle concentrations are 20 µg/mL.
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